BHCC Community Infrastructure Levy
Draft Charging Schedule Modifications Consultation
Representations

Agents and Developers

04 September 2019
Delivered by email

Brighton & Hove City Council
Policy, Projects & Heritage Team
First Floor, Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
BN3 3BQ

Dear Sir / Madam
Brighton & Hove City Council (B&HCC) Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Consultation on Main Modifications to the Draft Charging Schedule July 2019
Turley, acting as appointed agent, has prepared this representation to the B&HCC CIL Consultation on
Main Modifications to the Draft Charging Schedule July 2019 (‘Main Modifications DCS’) on behalf of
Moda Living Limited (‘MODA’).
At the B&HCC CIL Examination hearing, held on 2 April 2019, MODA and Turley made representations
that B&HCC’s published available viability evidence demonstrated that the SSA4 Sackville Trading Estate
and Coal Yard cannot viably support CIL, in addition to meeting B&HCC’s adopted/emerging affordable
housing policy (i.e. when applying a ‘policy on’ approach).
On 14 June 2019 Turley responded in writing on behalf of MODA to the provision by B&HCC of additional
evidence following the B&HCC CIL Examination hearing. The evidence provided was titled ‘Brighton &
Hove City Council (B&HCC) Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Examination Stage Supplementary
Review (Post hearing re Turley Statements)’ (Draft v2) dated May 2019 and prepared by B&HCC’s
consultants DSP.
At paragraph 2.1.12, this document states in respect of SSA4 that:
“…on reflection the Council accepts that its evidence base for this typology, as submitted to the
examination, suggests that continuing with a CIL charge as proposed could pose an additional significant
risk to the viability of development here, which in this case could be around the margins of viability in any
event. As such, positive CIL charging would be quite lik ely to exacerbate that scenario, and in doing so
could place additional pressure on the AH delivery level that is ultimately achievable.”
It is subsequently concluded in paragraph 2.1.20 that:
“In summary, we are able to conclude that on further review of the existing viability evidence, considered
to be appropriate and robust for the purpose, we recommend the Council sets a £0/sq. m i.e. nil -CIL
charging rate approach for the Sack ville site – SSA4.”
MODA welcomed this conclusion, and stated strong support for DSP’s proposal to B&HCC for a £0/sq. m
i.e. nil-CIL charging rate being set for SSA4 Sackville Trading Estate and Coal Yard.
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MODA and Turley invited B&HCC and the Inspector to recommend moving the draft SSA4 Sackville
Trading Estate and Coal Yard site into the “NIL CIL charge zone” within the CIL Draft Charging Schedule
(DCS) as a modification.
MODA therefore welcomes and strongly supports the main modification (reference: MM6, MM8 and
MM12) to Table 1 (p.9) of the Main Modifications DCS (July 2019), which alters the NIL CIL charge zone
to include the draft SSA4 Sackville Trading Estate and Coal Yard site, as reflecting the conclusions of the
further work undertaken by B&HCC post examination.
Should MODA or Turley be able to assist B&HCC any further in respect of the matters referenced above,
please do not hesitate to contact me directly.
Yours sincerely

Matt Spilsbury BA (Hons) MSc MRICS MRTPI
Director, Head of Development Viability
Turley
matthew .spilsbury@turley.co.uk

cc. James Blakey, MODA
cc. Simon Wilson, MODA
cc. Mat Gonzalez, MODA
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One Chapel Place
London
W1G 0BG

Brighton and Hove City Council
Planning Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ

T: 020 7518 3200
F: 020 7408 9238

BY EMAIL: planningpolicy@brighton-hove.gov.uk

10th September 2018

Dear Sir or Madam

BRIGHTON AND HOVE CITY COUNCIL: CIL DRAFT CHARGING SCHEDULE, MAIN
MODIFICATIONS – SEPTEMBER 2019
I am writing on behalf of our client National Grid Property (NGP) in order to make representations in relation
to the above document. The representations are made in the context of the NGP landholdings in the
Borough at the Former Gasworks site on Boundary Road.
The Council will be aware that NGP has formed a joint venture company with the Berkeley Group called St
William Homes. St William has been established to lead regeneration of redundant gasworks sites in London
and the south-east. The aforementioned site is currently under consideration by the joint venture, which has
the ability to deliver a significant number of new homes and community benefits.
We write in support of Main Modification 7 (MM7) which outlines that the Strategic Site boundary at Brighton
Marina Inner Harbour should extend to include the Gas Works site to be charged at a NiL rate. We are in
support of this change as it supports the ability to develop and bring the site forward.
As outlined in our previous representations, this site faces a number of viability challenges, and given the
recognised shortfall in meeting its housing need, it is essential that the Council meets its own policy
requirement to make full and efficient use of previously developed land.
I trust you find the above comments to be clear. However, should you have any further questions or queries,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely

Alister Henderson

5319145v1

Partner
T: 020 7518 3200

BRIGHTON AND HOVE CITY COUNCIL: CIL DRAFT CHARGING SCHEDULE, MAIN MODIFICATIONS – SEPTEMBER 2019
5319145v1
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Brighton and Hove City Council
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove, BN3 3BR
Date

22 July 2019

Your ref
Our ref

0808/268425-20

Dear
Land adj. Community Stadium, Brighton CIL Schedule
We write to you on behalf of The Community Stadium Limited in respect of the
proposed modifications being made to the Brighton CIL Schedule prior to its adoption
later this year.
As previously stated any requirement for the payment of CIL in respect of a store that
generates little revenue outside of approximately 25 or so match days a year would
make it unviable. Therefore, we maintain an objection to CIL being chargeable against
retail units associated with Major Sporting Venues.
Yours sincerely

Daniel Frisby
Associate Planner
For and on behalf of DMH Stallard LLP

Griffin House 135 High Street Crawley West Sussex RH10 1DQ DX DX 57102 Crawley
Main line 01293 605000 Direct line 01293 605545 Fax 01293 663520 Email daniel.frisby@dmhstallard.com
Offices in London, Gatwick, Guildford, Brighton and Horsham.

Website www.dmhstallard.com

DMH Stallard LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England (registered number OC338287).
Its registered office is Griffin House,135 High Street, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1DQ and it is authorised and
regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. The term partner is used to refer to a member of DMH Stallard LLP.
A list of members may be inspected at the registered office. The firm is part of Law Europe and is represented
around the world through its international network.



■ Edinburgh
■ Glasgow
■ Manchester
CHARTERED SURVEYORS

JS/HH/PD12422

5 Bolton Street
London W1J 8BA

email: harriet.humphrey@montagu-evans.co.uk

11 September 2019
Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
Brighton & Hove City Council
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7493 4002
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7312 7548
www.montagu-evans.co.uk

Dear Sir / Madam
Consultation on Proposed Modifications to Brighton & Hove City Council’s Community Infrastructure
Levy Draft Charging Schedule
On behalf of JTC Fund Solutions (Jersey) Limited (“JTC”), the owner of Churchill Square Shopping Centre, we
hereby write to submit representations in respect of the Proposed Modifications to the Draft Charging Schedule.
These representations are submitted further to representations made by GL Hearn on behalf of JTC in December
2017 and June 2018 in relation to consultation on the Preliminary Draft Charing Schedule (PDCS) and Draft
Charging Schedule (DCS) respectively.
Montagu Evans has now taken over from GL Hearn in terms of representing JTC on planning matters.
Background
JTC is working with the City Council in respect of major development proposals for two key Development Areas;
the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area and the Black Rock site, which forms part of the Brighton Marina,
Gas Works and Black Rock Area. Collectively, the development of these two areas is known as the Waterfront
Project. The proposals for the Waterfront Project comprise the mixed use redevelopment of the current Brighton
Centre, along with the adjoining cinema site, to include an extension to the Churchill Square Shopping Centre,
and a replacement conference centre and entertainment venue to be potentially located at the Black Rock site.
The strategic development of a number of Development Areas within the City Centre, including those referenced
above, is supported by the site specific policies of the Brighton & Hove City Plan Part One (March 2016).
Policy DA1 (Brighton Centre and Churchill Square) makes provisions for the delivery of a new conference centre
to benefit the city and the region and to sustain the tourism and service economy, positioning Brighton & Hove
as one of Europe’s leading conference and meeting destinations. The strategic allocation under Policy DA1 is
for the “redevelopment of the Brighton Centre to provide a new 25,000 sqm conference centre, and expansion of
Churchill Square Shopping Centre to provide a minimum of 20,000 sqm net new comparison goods A1 floorspace
(and A2 and A3 use classes). New hotel and leisure facilities including a cinema will also be permitted”. Policy
DA1 further states that proposals will be assessed against the local priorities and citywide policies and should
be informed by the adopted Brighton Centre SPD and related criteria.

Montagu Evans LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC312072.
Registered office 5 Bolton Street London W1J 8BA. A list of members’ names is available at the above address.
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Policy DA2 (Brighton Marina, Gas Works and Black Rock Area) outlines strategic allocations for three sites, which
together make up the Development Area. With specific regard to the Black Rock site, Policy DA2 provides for
the delivery of “7,000 sqm of leisure and recreation use, in addition to ancillary retail and café uses associated with
the primary leisure use”. The priority identified for this site is for development to draw tourism to the city and to
attract visitors and residents to the seafront. Proposals for other uses at this site will only be considered where
it can be demonstrated that such uses support the delivery of a leisure and recreation facility and complement
development at the Marina.
While the intention of Policy DA1 is for the delivery of a replacement conference centre at the Brighton Centre
and Churchill Square site, JTC, together with the Council, are also exploring the potential for the mixed use
redevelopment of the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site to facilitate the development of the Black Rock
site to provide a state of the art conference centre and entertainment venue. Both options are still being
explored and it is, therefore, of great importance that the viability of both options is afforded careful
consideration.
It is widely recognised that development of the Black Rock site, and indeed the wider Brighton Marina, Gas
Works and Black Rock Area, will be challenging, not least in terms of the cost of providing, and viability of
delivering such facilities, as well as the ongoing running costs. In addition, the change in levels, constraints of
the site and complex mix of uses all provide further challenges. It is therefore intended that the development
of the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site would facilitate the delivery of the conference centre and
entertainment venue, cross subsidising the delivery of public benefits across the wider Waterfront Project. This
alone is insufficient however, and public subsidy in excess of £100 million is required to support the Project.
Further details relating to the potential funding of the Waterfront Project can be found in the Waterfront –
Conditional Land Acquisition Agreement (CLAA), Policy Resources & Growth Committee Report, dated 6
December 2018.
Funding has already been secured from the Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) for £12.1 million
(paragraph 3.34), which has been ring-fenced to the Black Rock element of the Waterfront Project. This was
granted in February 2017.
In addition, it is envisaged that a further £77 million will need to be raised through the Council retaining 50% of
the income generated by the additional business rates arising from the development or an alternative
mechanism for funding to be agreed with Central Government (paragraph 4.4). There are clearly uncertainties
about the final mechanism for this funding and, indeed, the actual quantum of funding required.
At present, the latest funding forecasts assume a £15 million receipt for the sale of the Brighton Centre. However,
paragraph 4.9 of the December 2018 report highlights that this could reduce by as much as £5 million to the
minimum acquisition price of £10 million if qualifying expenditure increases.
The December 2018 report also recognises the risk of developing the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site
(referred to as the Central Site), for which JTC will be meeting all of the development costs. The report identifies
that this could add a further £10 million to JTC’s development costs at risk (paragraph 4.10). This clearly is a key
consideration and should be recognised in the decision whether or not to apply CIL rates for this site.
In summary, the Council’s own assessment of the Conditional Land Acquisition Agreement in December 2018
appropriately identifies the risks associated with the project and how changes to the assumptions can easily lead
to a widening gap in viability. This centres on the following:
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LEP funding continuing to be available at the levels envisaged.
The ability of the Council to retain 50% of the income generated through the uplift in business rates or
alternative Central Government funding.
The receipt from the sale of the Brighton Centre reducing from £15 million to £10 million or a figure in
between.
The risk that JTC’s development costs increase by a further £10 million.
The contingency being insufficient to cover changes to the above, either individually or cumulatively.

Should a replacement conference centre be delivered at the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site as
originally envisaged by Policy DA1 then that site would have to bear the cost of accommodating that use. By
accommodating the conference centre this would affect the delivery of other alternative viable uses, given the
physical constraints for development.
Against this backdrop of reported evidence, JTC’s firm view is that on the basis of the above, it would be
appropriate for the City Council to change its approach to the CIL rates to ensure that this strategic development
opportunity is not prejudiced.
Furthermore, since the policy was drafted there has been a structural change in the retail market, with numerous
retailers either failing completely or entering into CVAs. This means that the viability of retail-led development
has diminished considerably across the country, even in stronger shopping destinations such as Brighton. This
is against a backdrop of a contingency of only around £7.8 million.
The ability to successfully deliver development at both sites is intrinsically linked and, fundamentally, dependent
on scheme viability. If development cannot viably be brought forward at the Brighton Centre and Churchill
Square site, it will not be possible to deliver the new conference centre and entertainment venue. For this reason,
it is important to note that any additional costs imposed on development through the emerging CIL Charging
Schedule will significantly impact on the viability of development and further jeopardise the delivery of the
Waterfront Project as a whole, including conference centre and entertainment venue.
While it is recognised that development at the Black Rock site will be subject to a Nil CIL rate, which is welcomed
by JTC, in accordance with the DCS incorporating Proposed Modifications, any development at the Brighton
Centre and Churchill Square site will incur a CIL liability on the basis of the following rates:



Retail – £50 per sqm
Residential - £175 per sqm

As expressed within earlier representations, JTC remain concerned that the burden of the above CIL rates on
development at the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site in viability terms will threaten the ability to deliver
the wider Waterfront Project.
The difference is that now, with the continuing stream of CVAs that have taken place since the last
representations were submitted in June 2018, during the course of the Examination into the Draft Charging
Schedule and since, there has been a material change in circumstances which requires a fresh approach. JTC
acknowledge that it would be a significant change to Nil CIL rate the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area
(Policy DA1) at this stage, however these are unprecedented times in the retail market which require a
proportionate response.
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The Waterfront Project is a strategic development project that provides the opportunity to deliver significant
economic benefits for the City and the region. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that the financial viability
of the development of the Waterfront Project as a whole is afforded due consideration through the Examination
of the DCS. JTC consider that it is this strategic importance that requires the change suggested below. We are
not suggesting that it should apply to non-strategic sites.
Nil CIL Rated Strategic Sites
JTC note that at the time of publication, the PDCS did not include any strategic sites for which a Nil CIL rate
would apply. However, at various stages throughout the preparation of DCS and the ongoing Examination, a
number of ‘Nil CIL Charge Zones’ have been introduced to the DCS.
Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule
The first two strategic sites to be added followed consultation on the PDCS between 13 October and 10
December 2017.
Representations submitted on behalf of the owners of the Brighton Marina (Brunswick Development Group)
challenged the proposed residential rate (£175 per sqm) for Brighton Marina. Following Brunswick Development
Group’s comments, the Council undertook a further review of the evidence available. The Consultation Report
that was subsequently published in March 2018 states that “the Council is satisfied on further review that it has
the appropriate available evidence in order to inform an adjustment to the PDCS stage proposals so that the
Brighton Marina Inner Harbour site is considered as strategic in terms of CIL guidance, with the proposed DCS rate
for this being £0 per sqm”.
Based on the same approach of reviewing existing viability information and Housing Investment Fund bidding
details, the Council further concluded that appropriate available information also exists to support the same
approach in respect of the proposed housing at the strategic King Alfred site (i.e. Nil CIL). JTC note that no
representations appear to have been submitted in respect of the King Alfred site.
In addition to the above, representations in respect of the PDCS were submitted on behalf of St William Homes
LLP claiming, that the Council had not satisfactorily considered the implications of CIL for strategic sites, such as
Brighton Gasworks. At this time however the Council responded that “the gasworks site is allocated for 85 units
within the City Plan and is not considered to be strategic in terms of CIL guidance. It is considered that the viability
assessment carried out has sampled sufficient brownfield sites within a suitable range of sizes for the purposes of
a CIL charging schedule, and the DCS reflects this robust approach”. JTC note that this is one of the sites that has
since been added to the Nil CIL Charging Zone following subsequent rounds of consultation.
Draft Charging Schedule
Consistent with the Council’s response to the PDCS, the DCS that was published for consultation between 28
March and 13 June 2018 proposed a Nil CIL rate for two strategic sites; Brighton Marina Inner Harbour and King
Alfred Leisure Centre / RNR site. No dispensation was afforded at this stage to the development of any of the
other key Development Areas.
In response to the DCS consultation, representations were submitted on behalf of Rider Levett Bucknall (RLB) in
relation to Brighton General Hospital. RLB identified the need for sufficient land values to be generated from
residential development to deliver the proposed health hub, which would not benefit from NHS investment
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funding. In response to these representations, the Council commissioned an expanded CIL viability assessment
for this site. Upon further review of the available information, the Council concluded that a Nil CIL charge for
the Brighton General Hospital site would be appropriate and would be carried forward in further iterations of
the DCS.
Representations were also submitted on behalf of MODA (supported by Turleys as CIL advisor) and LaSalle
(MODA’s development partner) in respect of the Sackville Road Trading Estate and coal-yard site. These
representations expressed concern that the proposed CIL rate (£150 per sqm) would render the development of
the site unviable and suggested that the site be considered ‘strategic’ in terms of CIL guidance, noting the
potential site specific allocation through the emerging Local Plan Part 2. At this stage however the Council
disagreed with the proposition, stating “the Council considers that the balance between infrastructure investment
required to support citywide development along with the need to consider development viability at this site is
appropriate and does not warrant a Nil CIL charging zone”. As detailed below, JTC note that this is one of the
sites that has since been added to the Nil CIL Charging Zone as a result of further work undertaken during the
Examination of the DCS.
Submission Draft Charging Schedule
On 16 January 2019, the Draft Charging Schedule was submitted for Examination. At this time, three strategic
sites were included within the Nil CIL Charge Zone; King Alfred Leisure Centre / RNR site, Brighton Marina Inner
Harbour (extended to include the whole DA2 – Brighton Marina, Gas Works and Black Rock Area, see below) and
Brighton General Hospital.
Further to representations made and in recognition of the its strategic importance in terms of CIL, the
combination of abnormal costs, site specific mitigation and the policy aspiration for the Area, the Nil CIL Charge
Zone at Brighton Marina Inner Harbour was extended to include the Gas Works and Black Rock sites. This now
encompasses the whole of the Policy DA2 Development Area.
Examination
Ahead of the Examination Hearings, JTC note that those who had made representations on the DCS were
provided with the opportunity to register to attend the Examination Hearing. While JTC declined at this stage,
not least because of the ongoing discussions with the Council in respect of the CLAA and the volatility of the
retail market, it is recognised that both MODA and Turley requested the right to be heard at the Hearing,
specifically in relation to the proposed CIL rate for the Sackville Road Trading Estate and coal-yard site.
Further to this, in March 2019 Turley and MODA submitted a combined ‘Written Statement’, setting out their
position. This Statement suggested that the strategic site allocations had been treated inconsistently by the
Council and, with specific regard to the Sackville Road site, identified that the Council’s published viability
evidence confirms that the Sackville Road site cannot viably support CIL. Accordingly, the Statement invited the
Inspector to recommend moving the Sackville Road site into the ‘Nil CIL Charge Zone’ within the DCS.
The Examination Hearing took place on 2 April 2019, at which the Inspector requested that the Council and its
viability consultants (Dixon Searle) work with appropriate parties, including Turley, to provide additional viability
information / appropriate evidence and further consideration / clarification regarding a number of specific
matters. This included whether the CIL charging rate of £150 sqm was justified by the available and appropriate
evidence with specific respect to the 500 residential unit typology aligned to the proposed strategic site
allocation for the Sackville Road site.
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In response to the Inspector’s request, further information was submitted by the Council in June 2019, which
included additional viability evidence in respect of the Sackville Road site. The Council’s ‘Post Hearing – Further
Statement’ identifies that the evidence “would appear to risk setting a CIL charge which could potentially be at
the margins of viability and may not support development” and concludes that the inclusion of the Sackville Road
site within the Zone 2 CIL charging rate “is not clearly justified by the available and appropriate evidence”.
Accordingly, the ‘Post Hearing – Further Statement’ recommends that the site should be Nil CIL rated. This is
recommendation has been carried forward through to the current DCS incorporating Proposed Modifications
that has been published for consultation.
The above is demonstrative of the fact that the Council is able and willing to adopt a flexible approach to the
application of CIL across the City, in order to ensure the delivery of development at a number of key
Development Areas. JTC support this flexibility, however strongly believe that an equally flexible approach
should be applied to the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Development Area, in recognition of the site’s
strategic importance and its allocation under Policy DA1 of the Brighton & Hove City Plan Part One. The unique
interrelationship between the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area and the Black Rock site further
emphasise the strategic importance of its delivery and the importance of not having potential self-imposed
barriers to delivery in the form of unnecessary CIL charges, which would prejudice that delivery.
Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area – Policy DA1
The Policy DA1 Area is already considered to be strategic for the purposes of planning policy and a consistent
approach should be applied to CIL.
As previously identified, the strategic allocation for the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Development Area
under Policy DA1 of the City Plan Part One is for the “redevelopment of the Brighton Centre to provide a new
25,000 sqm conference centre, and expansion of Churchill Square shopping centre to provide a minimum of
20,000sqm net new comparison goods A1 floorspace (and A2 and A3 use classes). New hotel and leisure facilities
including a cinema will also be permitted”. Proposals will be assessed against the local priorities and citywide
policies and should be informed by the adopted Brighton Centre SPD and related criteria.
In the December 2017 representations, JTC made the point that the delivery of residential as part of a mixed use
development on a complex City Centre site, such as DA1, will be threatened by the application of a high CIL rate
for residential.
The Council published a Consultation Report in March 2018, which outlines the Council’s responses to the various
representations that were submitted. In response to the above, the Consultation Report states “it is considered
that references to residential development or purpose built student accommodation within this area are not
specifically relevant to Policy DA1 in the local development plan and so would not be applicable in terms of
strategic relevance of a CIL charge relating to the DA1 area. The conference centre would be subject to nil-rating
within the proposed DCS rate (See Table 1 of the DCS). With the retail element addressed separately, the Council
considers that there is no need to further reflect these comments through additional review work or changes to the
CIL charging proposals”.
While the wording of the policy allocation for the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square site under Policy DA1
does not specifically include residential development, importantly it does not preclude residential development
from being brought forward in this location.
The structural changes in the retail market mean that the delivery of the scale of additional retail floorspace
proposed under Policy DA1 is significantly more challenging than when the policy was formulated. For this
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reason, and when considering the sustainable City Centre location of the site, JTC consider it to be wholly
appropriate for a range of alternative uses, including but not limited to residential and offices, to be included as
part of any future scheme at this site. This would be consistent with the national approach contained within the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and, in the case of residential, would make an important contribution
towards achieving the Council’s housing targets.
Furthermore, the specific nature of the interrelationship between the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area
and the Black Rock site and the funding strategy, whereby land values to be generated from the development
of the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area would cross-subsidise the development of the conference
centre, means that residential development will likely be required in order to generate sufficient land value to
facilitate the delivery of a new conference centre. Without a viable scheme at the Brighton Centre and Churchill
Square Area, the development of a new conference centre would be unviable, even with public subsidy.
In the light of the above, JTC respectfully suggest that the strategic importance of the Brighton Centre and
Churchill Square Area in planning policy terms must also be recognised in the context of CIL within the DCS, by
applying a Nil CIL rate to development at this site. This is of particular importance when considering the current
context of the retail market and the interrelationship of the Brighton Centre and Churchill Square Area and the
Black Rock site, which jointly form the Waterfront Project.
We trust the above is in order and will be considered during the next stage in the Examination of the DCS.
Should you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact Julian
Stephenson (Julian.Stephenson@montagu-evans.co.uk / 020 7312 7537) or Harriet Humphrey
(Harriet.Humphrey@montagu-evans.co.uk / 020 7312 7541) at this office in the first instance. In the interim, we
would request that JTC are kept up to date with any further Examination progress.
Yours Faithfully

Montagu Evans LLP

Response ID ANON-2Z8Q-399N-8
Submitted to Community Infrastructure Levy - Post Examination Modifications Consultation
Submitted on 2019-07-31 10:27:52

Introduction
What is your name?
NAME BOX:
Zachary Bacon

What is your email address?
Email:
zachary.bacon@quod.com

What is your organisation?
Organisation:
Quod (on behalf of St William)

Comment
To which Proposed Modification does your comment relate?
MODIFICATION NUMBER:
MM7

Do you wish to support OR object to this Proposed Modification?
Support

Please use this space to explain your answer above. (Please be as precise as possible)
explain box:
St William supports MM7, for the reasons set out in our representations to the Draft Charging Schedule. This reflects the viability evidence relating to the site
allowing it to come forward on a viable basis. The amendments to the CIL regulations coming in to force on 1 September will ensure that the Council is able to
mitigate any significant impacts of the development.

Would you like to comment on another proposed modification?
No

Eversheds Sutherland
(International) LLP
One Wood Street
London
EC2V 7WS
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7497 9797
F: +44 20 7919 4919
DX 154280 Cheapside 8
eversheds-sutherland.com

Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
First Floor
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ

Date:

22 August 2019

Your ref:
Our ref:

ANDREWST\336918-000001

Direct:

+44 20 7919 0670

Email:

stuartandrews@eversheds-sutherland.com

PlanningPolicy@brighton-hove.gov.uk

Dear Sirs
Brighton & Hove City Council
Community Infrastructure Levy Draft Charging Schedule
Part 11 of the Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and the Community Infrastructure
Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended)
We act on behalf of the developer and landowners of the proposed urban extension site at
Toad’s Hole Valley (THV) which is identified as a major residential led development site in the
adopted Brighton and Hove City Council’s Development Plan.
We understand that our clients consultant surveyors, Turner Morum LLP (TM), have been
actively engaged with the current examination of the Brighton & Hove City Council
Community Infrastructure Levy Draft Charging Schedule and have made a series of
representations and submissions in response to that process.
The latest submission made by TM was directed to the City Council’s appointed CIL Economic
Viability Consultants, Dixon Searle Partnership (DSP) in accordance with the approach
agreed at the Examination in Public on 2 April 2019. The submission made by TM provided
detailed financial viability analysis in relation to THV which, in summary, showed that the
currently proposed scheme would become financially non-viable and non-deliverable should
the full proposed rate of CIL (at £150 per square metre) be applied.
The response from DSP dated 3rd June 2019, indicated that TM’s viability analysis included
both CIL and the full Section 106 “burden”, and this therefore constituted a ‘double-count’. It
further indicated that the City Council’s view on the issue was that any potential ‘doublecounting’ between Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) payments and the S.106 obligations
at THV will be remedied “by adjustments to the S106 liability for example for Education,
Police and Sustainable Travel Fund”. Such adjustments, it was suggested, would more than
eradicate the deficit shown by TM’s viability analysis, and the scheme would therefore be
shown to be both viable and deliverable with CIL included.
We have no issue with this broad proposition from a CIL perspective, even given the
profoundly damaging impact that this will have upon the determination of the current THV
planning application. These concerns are detailed in the attached correspondence and are
directed at the mitigation of development impacts, the terms of the current application and
the now very likely prospect that planning permission will be secured after the new Charging
Schedule has been adopted by the City Council.
We are, however, for your purposes concerned to identify the basis upon which the City
Council intend to effectively monitor, regulate and control the relationship between CIL
payments and the S.106 obligations at THV. These concerns relate to the identified issue of
lon_lib1\21068944\3\bilinsma
Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP is a limited liability partnership, registered in England and Wales (number OC304065), registered office One Wood Street,
London EC2V 7WS. Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of the members’ names and their professional qualifications is available for
inspection at the above office.
Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP is part of a global legal practice, operating through various separate and distinct legal entities under Eversheds Sutherland. For
a full description of the structure and a list of offices, please visit www.eversheds-sutherland.com.
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‘double-counting’, but are also concerned with the impact of the imminent deletion of
prescriptions contained in Regulation 123 of the 2010 Regulations and, in turn, in the
absence from September 2019 of a statutory Regulation 123 list.
In our view, the forthcoming changes to the 2010 Regulations will ensure that the only
means of addressing the potential risk of ‘double-counting’ between CIL payments and the
S.106 obligations would be through the limitations contained in Regulation 122 of the 2010
Regulations (as amended). This, of course, assumes that the infrastructure and facilities to
be secured by the application of the CIL funds will be identifiable and fixed for the whole
development programme at THV and that when entering into the S.106 Agreement there is
certainty that the identified contributions will not be replicated by any CIL payments.
The ambiguity and fluidity of the City Council’s current position is only reinforced by the
absence any information to confirm which items that are currently identified in the adopted
Local Plan in respect of the THV site will be addressed through CIL. We would respectfully
suggest that it is proportionate to the scale and importance of this scheme to ask that the
City Council provide more than relatively disparaging assessment that it would relate to “for
example … Education, Police and Sustainable Travel”.
In short, we would expect any response from the City Council to specifically identify those
S.106 obligations that will be scaled back once the CIL Schedule is introduced. This is
essential for our purposes in amendment and adjustment of the submitted planning
application, but will also be of some critical important to your Planning Officers.
It is also the case that the removal of Regulation 123 will ensure that the City Council is no
longer restricted or limited in application of the anticipated CIL payments for any specific
purposes and it will be clearly open to the City Council, absent a statutory Regulation 123
list, to direct CIL funds as they see fit. In these circumstances, it must follow that the
relationship between the prospective CIL payments and the S.106 obligations cannot be
simply resolved by adjusting the corresponding terms of the S.106 Agreement because in
very simple terms the focused application of the CIL funds will, in future, be entirely
uncertain and unknown.
The only logical conclusion, therefore, is the statement made by Policy, Projects and Heritage
Team, through DSP, is entirely inaccurate and misleading and is intended to put a gloss on a
complex relationship which has not been adequately or reasonably considered by the City
Council.
We must, in the circumstances, maintain our objection to the adoption of the draft CIL
Schedule unless and until the City Council can confirm with clarity and certainty the specific
arrangements that they intend to put in place to effectively monitor, regulate and control the
relationship between CIL payments and the S.106 obligations at THV.
We hope that this can be avoided and trust the City Council are able to provide this response
in advance of the deadline for evidence on 11th September 2019.
Yours faithfully

Stuart Andrews
Partner
Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP

cc. Maria Seale, B&HCC Planning Case Officer
cc. Nick Hibberd, B&HCC Director of Economy, Environment and Culture
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Eversheds Sutherland
(International) LLP
One Wood Street
London
EC2V 7WS
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7497 9797
F: +44 20 7919 4919
DX 154280 Cheapside 8
eversheds-sutherland.com

Nick Hibberd
Director of Economy, Environment and Culture
Brighton & Hove City Council
Hove Town Hall
Hove
BN3 3BQ

Date:

22 August 2019
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Our ref:

ANDREWST\336918-000001

Direct:

+44 20 7919 0670

Email:

stuartandrews@eversheds-sutherland.com

Nick.Hibberd@brighton-hove.gov.uk

Dear Mr Hibberd
Land at King George VI Avenue, Toad’s Hole Valley, Hove
Planning Application Reference: BH2018/03633
We act on behalf of the developer and landowners of the proposed urban extension site at
Toad’s Hole Valley (THV) which is identified as a major residential led development site in the
adopted Brighton and Hove City Council’s Development Plan and in the site specific
Supplementary Planning Document 15.
We have been actively involved in detailed discussions with the City Council for over two
years in connection with the current planning application for the THV site. These discussions
were precipitated by the provision of a Planning Performance Agreement, careful
consideration of established policy and lengthy pre-application directions from officers. In
response, you will readily appreciate that the current planning application has been
formulated and submitted in reliance upon a range of specific proposed measures that are
intended to reflect these considerations, mitigate the impact of development and secure a
sustainable new neighbourhood extension to Hove.
The shared ambition of both the City Council and our clients has always been to secure a
completely policy compliant scheme and that aspiration has been firmly linked to the
approval and issue of the planning permission before the emerging Community
Infrastructure Levy Draft Charging Schedule is adopted by the City Council. This approach
has been critical to the application scheme because the imbedded proposed mitigation
measures are intended to be delivered in advance of, or in parallel with, the development
programme to ensure that existing residents and businesses are unaffected by the
development programme.
We understand from recent discussions with the Planning Officer dealing with the planning
application that the earliest date the scheme will now be reported to Committee will be on 4 th
December 2019. This extended determination date has substantially resulted from the
requests made for the submission of further highways and transportation information by the
Development and Transport Assessment Manager. This followed an initial and detailed
written request for further information in support of the planning application earlier this year,
a series of meetings with our clients highway engineer, further extended survey work and
more recent commitments made by the applicant to submit the majority of the requested
information.
We understand that despite this lengthy process of engagement and resolution between the
applicant and the City Council, the Development and Transport Assessment Manager has
now issued a second detailed written request for further information dated 9th August 2019.
We are advised that this request is in supplement to the earlier request, repeats earlier
lon_lib1\21069069\3\bilinsma
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requirements that the applicant’s believed had been resolved and, of most concern, indicates
that the application proposal cannot be recommended for approval by the City Council. It is
also disappointing that this request has been uploaded to the planning portal for public
consumption rather than being requested directly through either the Planning Case Officer or
directly to our Highways Engineer.
We are, in the circumstances, sceptical that the proposed Committee date of 4th December is
in any way reliable and even if the application were reported to members on this date it is
increasingly clear that Councillors would be presented with a report detailing the
Development and Transport Assessment Manager’s continued and “substantial” objection to
the application proposal. Whilst this might, of course, simply reflect the concern of Officers
at the City Council to obtain as much information as possible to make an informed decision,
it is very disappointing to find that matter which have been previously discussed and
resolved with Officers have been identified in very recent open correspondence as the basis
for the refusal of planning permission.
These concerns have been drawn into further sharp focus by the clear prospect that the
planning permission is now very unlikely to be secured before the proposed Community
Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule is adopted. This issue is reflected in the attached
correspondence with the Policy, Projects and Heritage Team, who have advised through their
CIL Economic Viability Consultant that any double-counting between CIL and the S.106
obligations at THV will be remedied “by adjustments to the S106 liability for example for
Education, Police and Sustainable Travel Fund”.
You will appreciate that if this is a fair reflection of the City Council’s position that the current
planning application for this scheme will need to be substantially amended and the current
draft of the S.106 Agreement will need to be largely redrafted to remove these fundamental
and previously agreed mitigation commitments. We will, in turn, need to understand how the
City Council intend to forward fund and deliver these necessary measures to allow this
important development scheme to come forward in a timely and effective manner. These
issues may also have to inform necessary amendments to the Environmental Statement and
are likely to be of significant further concern to the Development and Transport Assessment
Manager .
We will also need to secure some form of assurance from the City Council as to the precise
scope of these ‘double-counting adjustments’ in the absence of a statutory Regulation 123
list. We must also reserve our position as to the submission of a viability assessment
because it is clear that there will be a further financial burden on the THV scheme as a
consequence of the introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule.
You will see that we touch on this issue in the attached correspondence. We understand that
this is the clear intention of the City Council, who could have otherwise followed the
approach of most over local authorities in England and ‘zero rated’ this strategic allocated
site in reliance upon all consequent mitigation measures being secured through a S.106
Agreement.
You will readily appreciate that the issues detailed above are a cause of distress and concern
to our clients, who have always engaged positively and constructively with the City Council.
As a consequence, there is an increasing frustration with our clients and their advisors that
the City Council’s approach to the determination of this scheme is increasingly uncoordinated
and disparate.
We would, in the circumstances, ask that an urgent meeting is arranged to identify a way
forward and that everything should now be done to assuage the emerging concerns of clients
that an appeal may be the only practical means of securing planning consent.
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Yours sincerely

Stuart Andrews
Partner
Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP
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Eversheds Sutherland
(International) LLP
One Wood Street
London
EC2V 7WS
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7497 9797
F: +44 20 7919 4919
DX 154280 Cheapside 8
eversheds-sutherland.com

Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
First Floor
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ

By Email
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10 September 2019
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Direct:

+44 20 7919 0670

Email:

stuartandrews@eversheds-sutherland.com

(PlanningPolicy@brighton-hove.gov.uk )

Dear Sirs
Brighton & Hove City Council
Community Infrastructure Levy Draft Charging Schedule
Part 11 of the Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and the Community Infrastructure
Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended)
We refer to our recent correspondence of 22nd August 2019.
We have received no response from you to our last correspondence and note that the closing
date for the submission of further representations in connection with the current CIL
consultation is on 11th September 2019. We are also aware that a provisional meeting with
Nick Hibberd has been proposed for 16th September to discuss this issue.
You will appreciate that we must protect our client’s position given the impending deadline
for the submission of further representations and, in the circumstances, we have to make
further representations in objection to the proposed CIL Charging Schedule and in
confirmation that we will present evidence to the resumed CIL Examination in Public. We
have now instructed Turner Morum LLP to make these immediate submissions.
We remain hopeful that meaningful progress can be made at the proposed meeting on 16th
September in resolution of this issue.
Yours faithfully

Stuart Andrews
Partner
Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP

cc. Maria Seale, B&HCC Planning Case Officer
cc. Nick Hibberd, B&HCC Director of Economy, Environment and Culture
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TURNER
MORUM
Brighton & Hove City Council
Hove Town Hall
Norton Road
Hove
BN3 3BQ
11th September 2019
By Email

(programme_officer@talktalk.net)

Dear Sir/Madam
Brighton & Hove City Council
Community Infrastructure Levy Draft Charging Schedule
Part 11 of the Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010 (as amended)
Following the EIP on 2nd April, in accordance with the directions of the EIP Inspector, I
prepared a viability assessment and shared it with the Council’s viability consultants – Dixon
Searle Partnership (DSP) – on 10 May 2019 @ 16.56 – see 1st attachment. The conclusions of
this very comprehensive piece of work were as follows: -

1.1.

In light of the above summary conclusions, it is clear that the proposed CIL rate for
THV of £150 per m2 is inappropriate, and if THV is to be liable for this Zone 2 CIL
rate, it is my view that this would pose a serious risk to the viability and deliverability
of the scheme.

1.2.

Although the scheme does not show a significant surplus when the lower, Zone 3 CIL
rate of £75 per m2 is applied, it is at least shown to be viable, and this would therefore
suggest that this is the more appropriate CIL rate to apply to the THV development
(if, in fact, the proposed CIL rates are correct).

1.3.

I hope this provides you with a sufficient level of information. I would welcome the
opportunity to discuss the findings of my analysis with you at your earliest convenience.

By way of response, all I received was an email from DSP, dated 3 June [2nd attachment], key
passages from which read: “Whilst we could go down a route of supplying a detailed review and critique of supplied

information, we do not consider that likely to be productive or necessary….”

The justification for the assertion that a detailed response would be neither “productive or
necessary” seemingly being: -

“….the CIL is shown to be supportable at the proposed charging level. This is because (before
revisiting any other inputs) this has been accommodated within the TM appraisal alongside
the full currently estimated s.106 “burden” (latter at an estimated £9.23m). With that

32-33 Cowcross Street London EC1M 6DF · Tel: 020 7490 5505 · Web: www.tmllp.co.uk · Email: enquiries@tmllp.co.uk
Partners: John D Turner BSc(Hons) MRICS, Ian P Charman FRICS FIRRV, Charles R S Hill BSc(Hons) IRRV(Dip), Thomas P Hegan BSc(Hons), MRICS
Nicholas C Bignall BSc(Hons) MRICS
Consultants: Martin Steiner MRICS, Andrew H Smith FRICS
Turner Morum LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales.

Company No: OC373392.

Registered office: 32-33 Cowcross Street London EC1M 6DF.

Regulated by RICS

TURNER
MORUM
included as well as the supplied appraisal estimated £6.9m CIL based on £150/sq. m, the TM
appraisal reports a deficit of just £2.66m. The Council’s view is that this would be offset by
adjustments to the S106 liability for example for Education, Police and Sustainable Travel
Fund.”
AND

“Overall, what we continue to take from this exercise, looking at the capacity of

development on this site to bear the proposed CIL charging (but then of course not the full
extent of s.106 assumed) is that in our view, after revisiting, this is more about a reassurance
from the Council. By this I mean that there will be no intention to double-up with
overlapping CIL and s.106 contributions in terms of the infrastructure needing to be funded.
This, we believe, is as was noted by officers, but I think I am right in saying that this can be
confirmed. In this way, the s.106 that is in the process of being discussed would need to be
re-worked in the event that the CIL is implemented within a timeframe that effects this or
indeed another proposal for the site.
Plainly the pattern of behaviour exhibited by Council officers since the EIP has led us to
conclude that the S.106 would not be scaled back sufficiently – if at all – to make room for
CIL at a rate of £150/m2. That is made plain in the Eversheds letter(s) of 22 August copies of
which are also attached [3rd attachment].
For that reason, I must continue to object. I can confirm that: 1. If the Council’s consultants Dixon Searle update their knowledge of the contents of
the probable Toads Hole Valley S.106 – in particular the willingness or ability of
relevant officers to scale back any of its contents
2. Then I would be very happy to engage with Dixon Searle so that they may prepare a
comprehensive response to my detailed 10 May submission.
3. If no substantive engagement takes place then I would be happy to give informed
and updated evidence to the EIP Inspector – as and when the Examination is reopened.
Yours faithfully

JOHN TURNER MRICS
Partner
TURNER MORUM LLP

ATTACHMENT 1
TURNER MORUM VIABILITY REPORT AND ANALYSIS

ATTACHMENT 2
RICHARD DIXON (DSP) EMAIL – 3 JUNE 2019

Ollie Sanderson

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Dixon <richard@dixonsearle.co.uk>
03 June 2019 18:00
John Turner
martin@enplan.net; Sandra Rogers; Rob; helena; Nick Molyneux
RE: Confidential - RE: Brighton & Hove CC CIL Examination - THV & CIL Viability

RE: Confidential - RE: Brighton & Hove CC CIL Examination - THV & CIL Viability

Dear John (copied to Martin),
Good evening/morning, and we hope you and colleagues are well.
Further to our email dialogue of 10th and 15th May, and to our telephone conversations, I am writing to let you know
that we have now had an opportunity to fully consider the information that you submitted in seeking a change to a
lower CIL rating approach to the THV site.
We have discussed this with the Council too. So far, however, that has been on the basis of only using the
information internally, sensitively, as part of taking another look at the Council’s position on this. The Council has
asked us to note again, however, that should you want to move forward with any further challenge to the proposed
CIL charging schedule, then it would be necessary for the information you have provided to be made available to the
Examination Inspector for him to further review and consider; and that this would need to be agreed for the 7 June
deadline.
We have discussed and I think both TM & DSP understand that for the CIL purposes it is necessary for the Council to
come to a suitable overview and balance in regard to the site and its LP proposals; rather than relate the CIL
outcome to a specific proposal such as the one you have understandably assessed, or indeed to any other particular
scheme/prospective applicant’s approach.
We cannot speak for the Council as such, and I am not sure about the assumed mix/notional allocation of the
proposed homes by market/affordable tenure etc. (which could make a considerable difference to GDV), but we
know it is welcomed that the broad quantum of affordable housing being considered appears headed for policy
levels. This also bears out our findings and views on its viability prospects.
As we discussed, we would not necessarily expect to agree on all matters in terms of viability assumptions.
Nevertheless, bearing in mind we are essentially appraising scenarios (rather than specific schemes), we are in
agreement over the broad principles and appraisal approach. We confirm also with the benefit of hindsight that you
have correctly noted an error within our appraisal profit calculation, which would have a negative impact on the
outcome as you have pointed out.
I also think there are a number of presented assumptions that, were we looking at one of the scheme-specific
reviews that our respective firms deal with, we would either generally agree with or be able to find some agreement
on, subject to further dialogue.
Whilst we could go down a route of supplying a detailed review and critique of supplied information, we do not
consider that likely to be productive or necessary, however, and that would involve setting out the submission.
Therefore, were the Council to go a step further and proceed with the information that has been received, we are in
a position where even in that case the CIL is shown to be supportable at the proposed charging level. This is because
(before revisiting any other inputs) this has been accommodated within the TM appraisal alongside the full currently
estimated s.106 “burden” (latter at an estimated £9.23m). With that included as well as the supplied appraisal
estimated £6.9m CIL based on £150/sq. m, the TM appraisal reports a deficit of just £2.66m. The Council’s view is
that this would be offset by adjustments to the S106 liability for example for Education, Police and Sustainable
Travel Fund. This is also on the basis of using our £500k/ha BLV, which in light of developments on the PPG viability
guidance we feel if anything may now be regarded as an assumption that includes a larger uplift over EUV than I
think we would be likely to look at if completing this assessment today.
1

Overall, what we continue to take from this exercise, looking at the capacity of development on this site to bear the
proposed CIL charging (but then of course not the full extent of s.106 assumed) is that in our view, after revisiting,
this is more about a reassurance from the Council. By this I mean that there will be no intention to double-up with
overlapping CIL and s.106 contributions in terms of the infrastructure needing to be funded. This, we believe, is as
was noted by officers, but I think I am right in saying that this can be confirmed. In this way, the s.106 that is in the
process of being discussed would need to be re-worked in the event that the CIL is implemented within a timeframe
that effects this or indeed another proposal for the site.
The Council has asked us to thank you again for engaging further with this. In view of the above, unless you wish
otherwise, it is considered that it will not be necessary to display information that may be regarded as sensitive by
your clients at this point of progressing the planning application and s.106 agreement. The progression of this is of
course a positive sign as to the considered viability of the scheme and the Council welcomes this.
Many thanks.
With kind regards
Richard Dixon BSc (Hons) MRICS CIHM – Director

Local Plan Viability | CIL Economic Viability | Affordable Housing Viability | Strategic & Site Specific Viability
T: 01428 288101
DD: 01428 748496
M: 07917 176752
E: richard@dixonsearle.co.uk
W: www.dixonsearle.co.uk
Elm House | Tanshire Park | Shackleford Road | Elstead | Surrey | GU8 6LB
Follow us on: Twitter

Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.
This e-mail and/or its attachments are intended for the use of the above name only. If received in error please forward
to info@dixonsearle.co.uk . Please note whilst this e-mail and any attachments has been swept for viruses you are advised to
perform your own checks. Dixon Searle Partnership cannot accept any responsibility for any loss or damage experienced. Dixon
Searle Partnership’s Data Protection Policy may be found on our website at www.dixonsearle.co.uk.
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ATTACHMENT 3
STUART ANDREWS (EVERSHEDS) LETTERS – 22 AUGUST 2019

Statutory Bodies

Date:
08 August 2019
Our ref: 289438
Your ref: CIL Examination

Ms Pauline Butcher
Programme Officer
Brighton & Hove CIL Examination

Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY
programme_officer@talktalk.net

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Ms Butcher
Brighton & Hove CIL Draft Charging Schedule
Thank you for your consultation request on the above dated and received by Natural England on
19th July 2019.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Natural England does not consider that this Community Infrastructure Levy poses any likely
risk or opportunity in relation to our statutory purpose, and so does not wish to comment on
this consultation.
The lack of comment from Natural England should not be interpreted as a statement that there are
no impacts on the natural environment. Other bodies and individuals may wish to make comments
that might help the Local Planning Authority (LPA) to fully take account of any environmental risks
and opportunities relating to this document.
If you disagree with our assessment of this proposal as low risk, or should the proposal be amended
in a way which significantly affects its impact on the natural environment, then in accordance with
Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, please consult Natural
England again.
Yours sincerely

Sharon Jenkins
Consultations Team
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PlanningSSD
Community Infrastructure Levy; Sandra Rogers
BHCC Community Infrastructure Levy - Consultation on Proposed Modifications to CIL Draft Charging
Schedule - Comments from the Environment Agency
09 September 2019 14:27:58

Dear Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
Thank you for consulting the Environment Agency on the Proposed Modifications to BHCC Draft
Charging Schedule.
I can confirm that we have no comments to make.
Kind regards
Marguerite Oxley
Marguerite Oxley|Technical Specialist|Sustainable Places|Solent and South Downs Area|
Environment Planning and Engagement|Environment Agency|Guildbourne House|Chatsworth Road|
Worthing|West Sussex|BN11 1LD
Tel external: 02030257171|Tel internal: 57171|Mobile:- 07733077926|
Email :- marguerite.oxley@environment-agency.gov.uk (or PlanningSSD@environmentagency.gov.uk)
Our Commitment:
Sustainable Places will prioritise and drive forward environmental outcomes from our work with local authorities and
partners across the Solent and South Downs Area

We have moved to GOV.UK. Our website is now available at:

www.gov.uk/environment-

agency .

We offer a cost recovery service for bespoke pre-application advice. For more information go to:
gov.uk or email us

From: Community Infrastructure Levy [mailto:CommunityInfrastructureLevy@brightonhove.gov.uk]
Sent: 17 July 2019 10:16
Subject: BHCC Community Infrastructure Levy - Consultation on Proposed Modifications to CIL
Draft Charging Schedule

Dear Sir / Madam,
The Council will be consulting on the proposed modifications to the CIL Draft Charging
Schedule for eight weeks between 17 July 2019 and 11 September 2019.
This follows on from the CIL Examination public hearing which was held 2 April 2019 and
the submission of further work by the Council as requested by the Independent
Examiner which was submitted 7 June 2019.
The CIL Examination Inspector has agreed the proposed main modifications for
consultation. The Council is also consulting on some minor modifications to the Draft
Charging Schedule. All the proposed modifications can be viewed by following the link
below:
https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/content/planning/planning-policy/cil-examinationlibrary
The main modifications:
· Clarify strategic development sites to be nil rated for CIL due to viability
considerations;
· Clarify the CIL charging rates for residential development including reduced or nil
charge for some forms of older persons housing;
· Clarify the supporting notes to the schedule to aid implementation.
At this stage in the process, representations are invited on the proposed modifications
only.

Further information regarding how to make a representation is available on the Council’s
Consultation Portal:
https://consultations.brighton-hove.gov.uk/planning/cil-post-examination-mods
Kind regards,
Sandra Rogers
Planning Manager, Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
City Development and Regeneration
Brighton & Hove City Council
Email: sandra.rogers@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Tel: 01273 292502
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk
You are receiving this email because you signed up to receive email alerts from the Policy,
Projects & Heritage Team.
You can unsubscribe from this mailing list at any time by clicking here or emailing
planningpolicy@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Our customer promise to you
We will make it clear how you can contact or access our services | We will understand and get
things done | We will be clear and treat you with respect

Notice to recipient:
The information contained in this electronic mail message is intended only for the use of
the individual to whom it is addressed
and may contain information which is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which
is prohibited by law.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error
please notify the sender immediately.
Thank you in anticipation of your co-operation.
You can visit our website at http://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk
Please consider the environment, only print out this email if absolutely necessary.
Please Note: Both incoming and outgoing Emails may be monitored and/or recorded in
line with current legislation
This message has been scanned and no issues were discovered.
Click here to report this email as spam
Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally
privileged. If you have received this message by mistake, please notify
the sender immediately, delete it and do not copy it to anyone else.
We have checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you
should still check any attachment before opening it.
We may have to make this message and any reply to it public if asked to
under the Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act or for
litigation. Email messages and attachments sent to or from any
Environment Agency address may also be accessed by someone other than the
sender or recipient, for business purposes.
Click here to report this email as spam

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Byrne, Alan
Community Infrastructure Levy
Consultation on Proposed Modifications to CIL Draft Charging Schedule
09 September 2019 10:53:31
image00779b.JPG

Dear Sir or Madam
Historic England has no comments to make on the proposed Modifications to the
CIL draft Charging Schedule.
Your faithfully,
Alan Byrne BSc MSc IHBC
Historic Environment Planning Adviser
Regions Group, London and South East Region
Historic England, 4th Floor, The Atrium, Cannon Bridge House, 25 Dowgate Hill, London EC4R
2YA
Direct Line: 020 7973 3654

We are the public body that helps people care for, enjoy and celebrate England's spectacular historic environment,
from beaches and battlefields to parks and pie shops.
Follow us: Facebook | Twitter | Instagram Sign up to our newsletter
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of Historic England unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any
way nor act in reliance on it. Any information sent to Historic England may become publicly available. We respect your privacy and the use of your
information. Please read our full privacy policy for more information.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sandra Rogers
Carly Dockerill; Helen Pennington
FW: Brighton & Hove CIL Examination - Consultation on the Modifications
27 August 2019 11:59:08
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Here’s another one re.CIL Mods.
Thanks
Sandra

Sandra Rogers
Planning Manager, Policy, Projects and Heritage Team
City Development and Regeneration
Brighton & Hove City Council
Email: sandra.rogers@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Tel: 01273 292502
W:www.brighton-hove.gov.uk
Our customer promise to you
We will make it clear how you can contact or access our services | We will understand and get
things done | We will be clear and treat you with respect
From: Pauline Butcher [mailto:programme_officer@talktalk.net]
Sent: 22 August 2019 1:35 PM
To: Sandra Rogers
Subject: FW: Brighton & Hove CIL Examination - Consultation on the Modifications
Hi Sandra,
Please see email below from Southern Water regarding the modifications.
Kind regards,
Pauline
PROGRAMME OFFICER
Email: programme_officer@talktalk.net
Tel:     07731 956558
From: Policy, Planning [mailto:Planning.Policy@southernwater.co.uk]
Sent: 20 August 2019 15:59
To: 'Pauline Butcher'
Subject: RE: Brighton & Hove CIL Examination - Consultation on the Modifications
Dear Pauline,
Thank you for your email. I have reviewed the Main Modifications to the Brighton & Hove CIL
Draft Charging Schedule, and confirm that Southern Water has no comments to make.
We look forward to being kept informed of progress.
Regards,
Charlotte Mayall

Regional Planning Lead
T. 01273 663742
www.southernwater.co.uk

From: Pauline Butcher [mailto:programme_officer@talktalk.net]
Sent: 19 July 2019 14:57
To: 'Brighton & Hove CIL DCS representors'
Subject: Brighton & Hove CIL Examination - Consultation on the Modifications
To all representors of the Brighton & Hove CIL Draft Charging Schedule
Dear Representor,
Following the public hearing on 2 April and further work submitted by the Council, the
Examiner has agreed proposed main modifications which are being consulted on until
11 September 2019. The Council is also consulting on additional minor modifications.
Full details can be found on the Examination webpage:
https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/content/planning/planning-policy/cil-examination
Once the consultation process is complete, all representations will be forwarded to the
Examiner who will then write his report to the Council.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any further information.
Kind regards,
Pauline Butcher
Pauline Butcher
PROGRAMME OFFICER
Email: programme_officer@talktalk.net
Tel:     07731 956558

Click here to report this email as spam.

This e-mail is intended solely for the person or organisation to which it is addressed. It
may contain privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are prohibited from copying, disclosing or distributing this e-mail or its contents (as
it may be unlawful for you to do so) or taking any action in reliance on it. If you receive
this e-mail by mistake, please delete it then advise the sender immediately. Without
prejudice to the above prohibition on unauthorised copying and disclosure of this e-mail
or its contents, it is your responsibility to ensure that any onward transmission, opening or
use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect your or the onward
recipients' systems or data. Please carry out such virus and other such checks as you
consider appropriate. An e-mail reply to this address may be subject to monitoring for
operational reasons or lawful business practices. This e-mail is issued by Southern Water
Services Limited, company number 2366670, registered in England and having its
registered office at Southern House, Yeoman Road, Worthing, BN13 3NX, England. In

sending this e-mail the sender cannot be deemed to have specified authority and the
contents of the e-mail will have no contractual effect unless (in either case) it is otherwise
agreed between Southern Water Services Limited and the recipient.
This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bob Sharples
Sandra Rogers
Community Infrastructure Levy - Post Examination Modifications Consultation
25 July 2019 10:39:26
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Good morning Sandra,
Thank you for inviting Sport England to review the above document.
I have read through all the associated documents and have no comments to make
per se.
However, while it is acknowledged that there is no requirement to identify where
those CIL monies will be directed as part of the determination of any application.
That said, Sport England would encourage the Council to consider the sporting
needs arising from the development as well as the needs identified in its
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (or similar) and direct those monies to deliver new and
improved facilities for sport.
Thank you once again for consulting Sport England. We would be grateful if you
would advise us of the outcome of the consultation in due course.
Yours sincerely,
Bob
Bob Sharples MRTPI RIBA
Principal Planning Manager - South Team
T: 07830 315030
M: 07830315030
F: 01509 233 192
E: Bob.Sharples@sportengland.org

Sport England

This girl can

We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but
rest assured, we will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always

have. Our Privacy Statement is published on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be
contacted by emailing Erin Stephens

The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any
attachment are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual to
whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you
voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England will handle the data in
accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any
queries about Sport England’s handling of personal data you can contact Erin
Stephens, Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
DPO@sportengland.org

Neighbourhood Forums

Other organisations

Response ID ANON-2Z8Q-399G-1
Submitted to Community Infrastructure Levy - Post Examination Modifications Consultation
Submitted on 2019-07-25 15:21:14

Introduction
What is your name?
NAME BOX:
Darren Jensen

What is your email address?
Email:
dj@surdi.org

What is your organisation?
Organisation:
Surdi c.i.c

Comment
To which Proposed Modification does your comment relate?
MODIFICATION NUMBER:
MM10

Do you wish to support OR object to this Proposed Modification?
Support

Please use this space to explain your answer above. (Please be as precise as possible)
explain box:
Due of our organisation are very small non profit, is looking for a space for Deaf community to use for daily use to avoid isolation that is reason that we would like
to lower rent to have the space as I found out an empty formerly bank on one of high street which was ideal but the rent was £75,000 a year to just rent the small
space!! How to deal with not including business council tax, Electric, rebuild internal for suitable for accessibility but we was very disappointed as did some
research for city space eg old cafe or old bank will do for us to able giving a better accessibility to deaf community but we are stuck so it’s time to stop to be
greedy landlord I hope this is correct slot I like to reduce the rental charge thanks ( pardon my grammar due it’s my language as my first is BSL (British sign
Language)

Would you like to comment on another proposed modification?
Yes

Comment 2
To which Proposed Modification does your comment relate?
MODIFICATION NUMBER:
MM11

Do you wish to support OR object to this Proposed Modification?
Support

Please use this space to explain your answer above. (Please be as precise as possible)
explain box:
Again we are non profit organisation for local deaf commission in B&H, like local space have a open to local community should very clear accessibility for eg we
could hire the space for low cost? Networking with elder deaf community in one elder care home?

Would you like to comment on another proposed modification?
No

